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Implementing Citrix XenServer QuickstarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	To get a flying start on virtualization technology, you can't do better than this hands-on, let's-keep-it-simple guide to implementing Citrix XenServer. From installation basics to advanced features, it's all here in pictures and plain English.


	Overview

	
		A simple and quick start guide for any...
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Mastering Magento Theme DesignPackt Publishing, 2014

	Create responsive themes using Bootstrap, the most widely used frontend framework


	About This Book

	
		Create an advanced responsive Magento theme based on the Bootstrap 3 framework
	
		Configure your custom theme with the Magento Admin Panel
	
		Create your theme from scratch using...
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Security Administrator Street Smarts: A Real World Guide to CompTIA Security+ SkillsSybex, 2011

	A step-by-step guide to the tasks involved in security administration


	If you aspire to a career in security administration, one of your greatest challenges will be gaining hands-on experience. This book takes you through the most common security admin tasks step by step, showing you the way around many of the roadblocks you...
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Pluggable Authentication Modules: The Definitive Guide to PAM for Linux SysAdmins and C DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2006
A comprehensive and practical guide to PAM for Linux: how modules work and how to implement them, covering 11 common modules, and installation of third-party offerings. Also covers developing your own modules in C.  First this book explains how Pluggable Authentication Modules (PAM) simplify and standardize authentication in Linux. It shows in...
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Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Microsoft's Forefront Identity Manager simplifies enterprise Identity Management

	for end users by automating admin tasks and integrating the infrastructure of an

	enterprise with strong authentication systems.





	The Microsoft Forefront Identity Manager 2010 R2 Handbook is an in-depth guide

	to Identity Management....
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Pro LCS: Live Communications Server  AdministrationApress, 2007
Pro LCS: Live Communications Server Administration will guide you on how to best leverage Microsoft's Live Communications Server 2005 (LCS) to improve your business communications. This information-packed volume includes everything you need to know about LCS, but were afraid to ask. This includes all the different clients that you can...
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What's New in SQL Server 2012Packt Publishing, 2012

	
		Unleash the new features of SQL Server 2012

	
		Overview

		
			Upgrade your skills to the latest version of SQL Server
	
			Discover the new dimensional model in Analysis Services
	
			Utilize data alerts and render reports to the latest versions of Excel and Word
	...
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PowerShell in DepthManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		PowerShell in Depth, Second Edition is the go-to reference for administrators working with Windows PowerShell. Every major technique, technology, and tactic is carefully explained and demonstrated, providing a hands-on guide to almost everything an admin would do in the shell. Written by three...
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Liferay Portal 6 Enterprise IntranetsPackt Publishing, 2010

	Liferay Portal is the world's leading open-source portal platform built on Java and Web 2.0 technologies. It was designed to not only simplify your work experience but cater to your preferences and needs. With this book in hand, you will be able to solve all your Intranet development-related queries. After all, a solution shouldn't...
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Practical Guide to Ubuntu Linux, A (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Most Complete, Easy-to-Follow Guide to Ubuntu Linux

	
		
			The #1 Ubuntu server resource, fully updated for Ubuntu 10.4 (Lucid Lynx)–the Long Term Support (LTS) release many companies will rely on for years!

	
	
		...
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Managing Online Forums: Everything You Need to Know to Create and Run Successful Community Discussion BoardsAMACOM, 2008
Every day, millions of users log on to their favorite online forums and interact with others to get advice and discuss everything from the latest news and trends to their hobbies to their professions to whatever else strikes their fancy. Administrators have to lead these communities, deal with difficult users, and choose moderators. Legal...
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SSL VPN : Understanding, evaluating and planning secure, web-based remote accessPackt Publishing, 2005
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) provide remote workers with secure access to their company network via the internet by encrypting all data sent between the company network and the user?s machine (the client). Before SSL VPN this typically required the client machine to have special software installed, or at least be specially configured for the...
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